The technological performance of magnetic nanoparticles is dominated by finite size and disorder effects. However, it is often difficult to isolate intrinsic effects such as magnetic disorder at the particle surface. Despite numerous efforts and advanced techniques, the three-dimensional magnetism of spin disorder and its nanoscale distribution within magnetic nanoparticles remains a key challenge. Here we present the spatially resolved, non-correlated surface spin disorder in isolated, spherical cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, derived by a combination of polarized small-angle neutron scattering and micromagnetic analysis. The field-dependence of the coherently magnetized particle volume, which is not accessible with conventional integral measurement techniques, illustrates how the nanoparticle magnetization overcomes structural surface disorder.
Introduction
The phenomenon of disorder is ubiquitous in structural science, and different qualities of disorder are evident, ranging from the intuitive random disorder to complex types of correlated disorder. Correlated disorder is essential for a large number of functional properties, including polar nanoregions in relaxor ferroelectrics 1 , colossal magnetoresistance in La x Ca (1−2x) MnO 3 2 , the entropic disorder in thermoelectrics 3 , and correlated spin disorder leading to quasi-particles such as skyrmions 4 and magnetic monopoles 5 . Being intrinsic to nanomaterials, disorder effects such as surface spin disorder 6 and surface anisotropy 7, 8 in magnetic nanoparticles (NP) crucially determine their magnetization properties including coercivity and superparamagnetism, exchange interactions, and spontaneous magnetization 9 . These have a pivotal importance for the diverse technological applications of magnetic nanoparticles, such as in recording media 10 , biomedicine 11 , catalysis 12 , or battery materials 13 .
Surface spin canting or disorder in magnetic NPs is accessible only indirectly using magnetization measurements, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), Mössbauer spectroscopy, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 14 and electron energy loss spectroscopy 15 . Spin canting at the NP surface arises from low-coordination sites and a high number of broken exchange bonds of the surface atoms 16 , and causes a field-dependent shift of the superparamagnetic blocking temperature and exchange bias phenomena [17] [18] [19] . Below the spin glass transition, surface spins freeze in a random configuration 20 . In addition, a strong correlation of magnetic and structural disorder is widely accepted [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In order to reliably discriminate bulk and surface contributions to magnetic disorder, spatial resolution of the NP spin structure is required.
Magnetic small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is a versatile technique to obtain spatially sensitive information of the spin structure in NPs on the relevant nm-length scale.
Using half-polarized SANS (SANSPOL), the quantitative magnetization distribution within maghemite NPs has been resolved confirming the presence of spin disorder at the particle surface, but at the same time revealing a significant degree of spin disorder in the entire NP 26 . Applying SANS with uniaxial polarization analysis (POLARIS) to NP assemblies, a canted magnetic surface shell was reported 27, 28 Figure 1 : Schematic of the structural and field-dependent magnetic NP morphology: structural and magnetic particle sizes are equal in zero-field (left), whereas the initially disordered surface spins are gradually polarized in applied magnetic field such that the magnetic radius increases beyond the structurally disordered surface region (right). The field-dependent NP morphology gives access to the spatially resolved disorder anisotropy ( Fig. 5 ).
Here, we present the field dependence of collinear magnetization and spin disorder in ferrite nanoparticles. The spontaneous, non-correlated spin disorder at the particle surface is strongly related to structural surface disorder. Remarkably, we observe that with increasing magnetic field the collinear magnetic volume overcomes the structurally coherent particle size. This main result of our work is illustrated in Fig. 1 . From the field-dependence of the magnetic particle volume determined using polarized SANS, we extract the spatial extent of spin disorder and estimate the associated disorder energy distribution towards the particles surface based on a free energy calculation.
Results
The precise evaluation of intraparticle morphologies requires highly monodisperse samples of non-interacting magnetic nanoparticles. The oleic acid (OA)-capped cobalt ferrite NPs for our study were synthesized according to Park et al. 31 and stabilized in the non-polar solvent toluene 32 . The sample consists of spherical particles with a log-normal size distribution of 3.1(1)% and a mean particle radius of r nuc = 7.05(5) nm as determined using Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS), which is in excellent agreement with the results obtained from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis ( Fig. 2) . A Guinier plateau observed in the lower Q range of the SAXS data further demonstrates the absence of interparticle interactions in toluene dispersion ( Fig. 2 c) ). The crystal symmetry of the particles determined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) corresponds to the cubic spinel (space group Fd3m) with a lattice parameter of a = 8.3618(1)Å, which is slightly smaller than for bulk CoFe 2 O 4 (a = 8.3919Å), an observation commonly reported for nanosized materials 33 . The determined structurally coherent grain size of 12.8(2) nm 34 is significantly smaller than the particle size, indicating structural disorder near the particle surface.
Refinement of the nuclear scattering cross section obtained by SANSPOL, using the particle diameter and size distribution as obtained by SAXS ( Fig. 2 c) ), yields an organic ligand shell thickness of d surf = 1.4(1) nm ( Fig. 2 d) ). This is reasonable given the theoretical value Figure 2 : a) TEM bright field micrograph (scale bar: 50 nm) and b) particle-size histogram based on the evaluation of 200 particles along with log-normal particle size distribution obtained from TEM analysis (red surface) and SAXS refinement (line). c) SAXS (red) and nuclear SANS (blue) data along with form factor fit (black lines) and d) radial profiles of the nuclear (ρ n , grey) and magnetic scattering length densities (ρ mag , red). Our model of the magnetic nanoparticle morphology consists of a coherently magnetized particle core with radius r mag and a magnetically disordered surface shell with thickness d dis within the inorganic NP with radius r nuc , stabilized by the oleic acid ligand shell with thickness d surf .
of fully stretched OA (2.1 nm) and in good agreement with earlier results on OA-stabilized iron oxide NPs in toluene 26 . From the X-ray and neutron scattering length densities of the particle core (ρ x = 41.61 · 10 −6Å−2 and ρ n = 6.88 · 10 −6Å−2 ), a Co cation content of 8 Beyond the nuclear particle morphology including the inorganic particle radius and size distribution as well as ligand shell thickness, polarized SANS gives additional access to the magnetic scattering amplitude that is related to the magnetic nanoparticle morphology. We model the magnetic nanoparticle morphology with a homogeneously magnetized particle core with radius r mag and a spin disorder shell of thickness d dis towards the surface ( Fig. 2 d) ).
The magnetic particle size distribution is assumed equal to the nuclear size distribution.
The magnetic scattering length density of the particle core ρ mag determined using polarized SANS is directly related with the in-field or longitudinal magnetization component M z (H) 34 .
The nuclear-magnetic interference scattering of our sample ( Fig. 3 a) ) is only consistently described by a field dependent variation of both ρ mag and r mag (Fig. 3 c) ). The magnetic particle radius r mag (H) < r nuc increases with magnetic field, starting from r mag (H min ) = 6.3(1) nm at the lowest applied magnetic field of H min = 11 mT and attaining r mag (H max ) = 6.76(1) nm at the highest applied field of H max = 1.2 T ( Fig. 3 b,c) ). The spontaneous r mag (H min ) is in excellent agreement with the structurally coherent domain size of 12.8(2) nm from PXRD, indicating a structurally homogeneous and spontaneously magnetized particle core smaller than the NP itself. This observation is in line with reports on reduced magnetic domain size in magnetic NPs, revealed by macroscopic magnetization 23, 24, 36 , neutron diffraction 37 and polarized SANS 27, 28 . Several previous studies indicate spatial correlation of spins near the particle surface giving rise to canted spin structures 27, 28 . Simulations propose a variety of different spin canting scenarios, such as collinear, artichoke, throttled and hedgehog spin structures 38, 39 . To distinguish between correlated (spin canting) and non-correlated Whereas the existence of surface spin disorder and canting has been under debate in the past, the field-induced reduction of the magnetically disordered surface shell thickness d dis (H) = r nuc − r mag (H) ( Fig. 3 b) ) revealed by SANSPOL is an entirely new observation.
At the lowest applied magnetic field of 11 mT, 28% of the particle volume is associated to a disordered surface with a thickness of d dis = 0.7 nm. This is in excellent agreement with Mössbauer spectroscopy results, indicating that 28.2% of the Fe 3+ ions reside in a disor- Figure 3 : a) Nuclear-magnetic scattering interference term I + − I − (points) at various applied magnetic fields (same color code as in c)) and corresponding fits (lines). Inset: zoomed region of Q = 0.03 -0.065Å −1 . b) Field-dependence of the derived magnetic radius r mag and the disordered shell thickness d dis . Nuclear (r nuc ) and structurally coherent radius (r XRD ) are indicated in blue and green, respectively. c) Field-dependent magnetic scattering length density ρ mag profiles. d) Macroscopic longitudinal magnetization ( M VSM ) measured at room temperature in comparison with the longitudinal particle core magnetization (M z (H)) and the particle volume averaged magnetization ( M ), both derived from SANSPOL. Corresponding fits are shown as lines.
dered state 34 . The coherently magnetized particle core size, and hence the magnetic particle moment, gradually increases with applied magnetic field, indicating a field-induced alignment of the initially disordered spins even beyond the structurally coherent grain size. At maximum applied field (µ 0 H max = 1.2 T), a non-magnetic surface layer of d dis = 0.27(1) nm persists, implying a strong degree of spin disorder in 11% of the particle volume that cannot be overcome by the magnetic field applied in this study.
In the conventional picture, the isothermal magnetization for a superparamagnet is described based on the assumption of a field-independent, constant magnetic particle moment.
The relative magnetization is described as:
where cos γ(H) is the orientation average over the particle ensemble, with the angle γ between the magnetic moment of a particle and the applied magnetic field H. The Langevin parameter is given as ξ = µµ 0 H k B T with µ 0 the permeability of free space, µ the integrated particle moment, k B denoting the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. A Langevin fit of the integral magnetization M VSM at 300 K ( Fig. 3 d) ) yields a particle moment of µ = 1.2(1)·10 4 µ B with a spontaneous magnetization M S,VSM = 135(2) kA/m. In addition, an excess paramagnetic susceptibility of χ VSM = 6.33(6)·10 −5 is evident from the non-saturating magnetization at high applied field. Such excess paramagnetic susceptibility along with reduced spontaneous magnetization as compared to the bulk material is commonly associated to misaligned spins. The derived spontaneous magnetization is significantly smaller than for bulk cobalt ferrite (400 kA/m) 41 . The estimated magnetic particle volume, V mag,VSM = µ/M S,VSM = 8.3(2) · 10 −25 m 3 is comparable to the magnetic particle volume V mag,SANS = 1.05(2) · 10 −24 m 3 derived from the minimal magnetic radius at the lowest applied field. Both magnetic particle volumes are considerably smaller than the morphological NP volume V nuc = surface disorder effects.
Analyzing the longitudinal magnetization M z (H) derived from ρ mag of the coherently magnetized particle core (red dots in Fig. 3 d) , a spontaneous magnetization M S,core = 200(5) kA/m is extracted, which is larger than M S,VSM , but still substantially smaller than the bulk saturation magnetization of cobalt ferrite. The coherently magnetized particle core contributes an excess paramagnetic susceptibility of χ core = 1.8(8) · 10 −5 that is strongly reduced as compared to χ VSM . SANSPOL thus reveals a homogeneously magnetized particle core with larger magnetization and less spin disorder than indicated for the entire particle, be related to the average magnetization of the inorganic particle volume according to M = M z (H)V mag (H)/V nuc (orange dots in Fig. 3 d) ). The good agreement with the integral magnetization confirms the reliability of the refinement for a coherently magnetized core with a magnetically disordered surface shell as further supported by the POLARIS results. In consequence, the observed low NP magnetization as compared to the bulk material is a result of both surface spin disorder and reduced magnetization related to a combined effect of the non-stoichiometric amount of Co in the material and structural disorder within the coherently magnetized particle core. For a composition of Co 0.5 Fe 2.5 O 4 , a 50% reduced saturation magnetization compared to nominal CoFe 2 O 4 has been reported 42, 43 . For our sample with a composition of Co 0.22 Fe 2.52 O 4 , a significant decrease in M S may thus be expected. In addition, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) indicates structural disorder in the NP interior including dislocations in the (220) lattice plane (Fig. 4) . Such structural disorder has been observed before in maghemite spinel NPs 22, 25 , and is likely correlated with intraparticle spin disorder leading to reduced spontaneous magnetization as well as excess paramagnetic susceptibility in the coherently magnetized NP core.
The observed field-dependent magnetic radius may originate in either intrinsic magnetic phenomena, such as surface anisotropy, or structural fluctuations such as gradual lattice distortions near the particle surface. We applied a micromagnetic approach in terms In the following, we will consider the magnetic field energy associated to the field dependent variation of the magnetic volume to extract more detailed, model-independent and spatially resolved information on the extent and strength of the microstructural fluctuations.
The field-dependent increase of the magnetic volume and the corresponding magnetic field energy occurs in excess of disorder energy that has to be overcome to polarize the initially disordered surface spins 34 . The free energy with respect to the initial volume of the magnetic core is given as
The gradual growth of the magnetic volume with increasing field is a consequence of a distribution of spin disorder energies such that the spin system is harder to magnetize towards the surface. We attribute this to enhanced structural disorder and significantly reduced exchange interaction near the particle surface. The magnitude of the surface spin disorder energy shown in Fig. 5 a) increases up to a value of E dis (1.2 T) = 6·10 −20 J. Starting from a negligible magnitude in the spontaneously magnetized particle core (r mag < 6.3 nm), the disorder energy density attains a maximum value of K eff = ∂E dis ∂Vmag ≈ 10 6 Jm −3 close to the NP surface ( Fig. 5 b) ). We note that the obtained maximum effective energy density value exceeds the bulk magnetocrystalline anisotropy K b = 3.6 · 10 5 Jm −3 45 . The derived energy density is understood as the spatially resolved magnetic disorder anisotropy within the particle. According to phenomenological relations 46 , it can be described as an apparent surface anisotropy K S,app = K eff · r mag /3 of the nanoparticle. Recent particle size dependent studies indicate that surface anisotropy is not necessarily constant 36, 47 . Further theoretical studies confirm that the effect of surface anisotropy does not scale with the surface-to-volume ratio, but that surface perturbations penetrate to the NP interior transmitted by exchange interactions leading to a reduced coherent magnetic size 7 .
Our approach reveals, for the first time experimentally, how the disorder energy anisotropy varies locally within the particle (Fig. 5 b) ), an aspect that is not accessible by common integral approaches correlating volume averaged values from different batches of NP sizes. The maximum apparent surface anisotropy of K S,app ≈ 2.3 mJm −2 is in excellent agreement with Néel surface anisotropy 48 (0.1 − 1.3 mJm −2 ), resulting from broken symmetry at the particle surface and concomitant structural relaxation into the particle core, and it is in the order of magnitude of ferromagnetic materials, e.g. Co (1 mJm −2 ), Er (14 mJm −2 ), FePt (34 mJm −2 ), YCo 5 (34 mJm −2 ) 39, 49 . Ferromagnetic resonance estimates a significantly lower anisotropy for maghemite NPs in ferrofluids (0.03 mJm −2 ) 50 or for non-interacting 7 nm maghemite NPs (0.042 mJm −2 ) 51 . However, these values are in good agreement with the volume averaged disorder anisotropy of our sample of K S,ave = 0.096(32) mJm −2 , derived from the maximum disorder energy related to the nuclear particle volume. In this respect, it is noteworthy that the determined values of the surface disorder energies may vary depending on the method and applied magnetic field, as for instance a surface anisotropy of K S = 0.027 mJm −2 was obtained from ferromagnetic resonance at 0.1 T 52 .
The gradual decrease of the magnetic disorder parameter (corresponding to enhanced susceptibility) towards the particle interior is likely correlated with reduced structural defect density in the particle core. In addition, spin disorder localized at the particle surface is known to influence the spin configuration in its vicinity via exchange coupling and thus to propagate into the particle interior. In this respect, hollow spherical maghemite nanoparticles represent interesting model systems to further investigate surface effects on anisotropy and magnetic disorder 53 . From magnetization measurements for hollow particles, a strength of the surface anisotropy comparable to the results in this study has been observed 54 . Further, based on Monte Carlo simulations, it has been shown that surface spins tend to a disordered state due to the competition between the surface anisotropy and exchange interactions 54 .
Conclusions
In summary, the field-dependent surface spin disorder of highly monodisperse cobalt ferrite nanoparticles was elucidated with spatial resolution. The nanoparticle magnetization profile determined using polarized SANS is described by a magnetic model consisting of a coherently magnetized particle core with a spin disorder layer at the surface. Spin-resolved SANS indicates non-correlated spins at the surface, which supports surface spin disorder rather than spin canting at the NP surface. The magnetized core size varies significantly with applied field for the studied spherical magnetic NPs indicating that structural surface disorder can be overcome by an increasing magnetic field in order to gradually polarize the surface spins ( Fig. 1) . Indeed, micromagnetic evaluation indicates fluctuations of magnetocrystalline anisotropy and magnetostrictive contributions as the origins of the observed surface spin disorder. The spin system is characterized by 11 vol-% of spin disorder at the particle surface even at a high magnetic field of 1.2 T. The observed penetration depth of the magnetically perturbed surface region of 0.7 nm into the nanoparticle interior provides a quantitative insight into the thickness of a magnetic nanoparticle surface. Our in-depth analysis further enables to estimate the locally varying disorder energy in the NP, which is not separable from the bulk magnetocrystalline anisotropy by macroscopic characterization methods. The effective disorder anisotropy increases up to K eff ≈ 1 · 10 6 Jm −3 close to the particle surface, corresponding to an apparent surface anisotropy of K S,app ≈ 2.3 mJm −2 .
The presented approach can be employed to determine in-depth the particle size depen-dence of the surface disorder and to characterize the effects of the chemical environment on the surface spins for varying particle coating. By correlating the magnetic surface disorder energy distribution with structural disorder towards the particle surface, the presented approach furthermore provides indirect insight into the defect concentration and depth profile.
Looking beyond magnetic applications, such knowledge of the surface morphology of ferrites plays a decisive role in the diffusion-based fields of heterogeneous catalysis and electrochemistry such as solid-state batteries.
Methods
Synthesis Cobalt ferrite NPs were synthesized by thermal decomposition of a mixed Co,Feoleate precursor according to Park et al. 31 . The oleate precursors were prepared from the respective metal chlorides and freshly prepared sodium oleate as follows: A solution of Four cell exchanges between the two cells were made during the course of the experiment to maintain good transmission performance.
Data reduction and spin-leakage corrections due to polarization inefficiencies as well as solvent subtraction were performed using qtiKWS software 62 , and extraction of the azimuthal intensities was carried out using GRASP software 59 .
